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COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG
Colonial Williamsburg is a living-history museum and private foundation presenting a part of the
historic district in the city of Williamsburg, Virginia. Its 301-acre historic area includes several
hundred restored or re-created buildings from the 18th century, when the city was the capital of
Colonial Virginia; 17th-century, 19th-century, and Colonial Revival structures; and more recent
reconstructions. (Wikipedia.org)
The Florida Bar Board of Governors’ 2020 out-of-state meeting convenes in Williamsburg, March 18-21.
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Join us in Williamsburg!
Happy New Year, and new decade!
I hope this year finds you happy,
healthy, and prosperous. Do you
have any career-related goals this
year? What about well-being goals?
If you happen to be engaging more
with your career and developing new
friendships with attorneys who have
similar interests, now is a great time
to consider joining us for an upcoming
meeting!
On March 19, the Out-of-State Division will hold an executive council
meeting in Williamsburg, Virginia
to coincide with the Board of Governors’ out-of-state meeting hosted by
Florida Bar President John Stewart.
If you happen to be in the neighborhood, please let me know and I will
provide you with more details. This
meeting is always a good time, and
this year we get to explore a new city
that many of us have never visited. I
actually have been to Williamsburg
and remember the last time I was in
the area ... I got lost in the parking
lot at Busch Gardens and my parents
were called over the loudspeaker to
come get me. Needless to say, it has
been a LONG time and should be a
wholly different experience this time
around!
In June, we will have our regular
meeting at the Annual Florida Bar

President’s
message

Natasha B. Dorsey

Convention; our meeting will most
likely occur on Friday, June 19. This
year the convention will be held at
the Hilton Bonnet Creek and Waldorf
Astoria hotels in Orlando, Florida.
More information about the convention will be posted online in April;
however, rooms are available to be
booked now. I strongly encourage
you to book as soon as possible (read:
NOW), because in the past rooms
have sold out early. It appears the
deposit is refundable as long as you
cancel with at least three days’ notice, so I suggest booking your room
with the option to cancel later if you
decide not to attend. The information
you need can be found here: https://
www.floridabar.org/news/meetings/
meetings001/.

If you have never been to the Bar’s
annual convention before, it is a great
place to reconnect with old law school
classmates, meet attorneys in similar practice areas, catch up on CLE
credit, and become involved with the
many different divisions and sections within The Florida Bar. People
are friendly and excited to welcome
newcomers into their groups. Within
these groups you will often find many
opportunities to publish, present, and
give back to the community. Please
reach out if you plan to attend. I hope
to see you there!
In other OOSD news, keep an eye
out for our new website, which should
launch sometime in April. We are
bringing it up to speed with the other
Bar websites and adding more features so you can easily find information about the Executive Council,
CLEs, upcoming events, newsletters,
and more. Be sure to check it out!
If you would like to join our Executive Council or otherwise become
involved with the OOSD, we would
love to hear from you! Please email
me at natashadorsey11@gmail.com
so we can chat. Take care, and I hope
to see you soon!

Mission of the Out-of-State Division
The purpose of the Out-of-State Division of The Florida Bar is to provide an organization for all Florida Bar members who reside outside of the state of Florida. The
division focuses not on any specific practice area, but rather on the common interests
and needs of out-of-state Florida Bar members as a whole. The division works toward
the goal of ensuring equitable treatment for in-state and out-of-state Florida Bar
members. This is accomplished through education, legislative, and administrative
review; the production and update of a website for division members and the public
at large; and the publication of a newsletter sent to the division’s membership.

flabaroutofstaters.org
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Consider selecting an OOSD
member as local counsel
At some point during law school,
typically during trial advocacy and/
or professional responsibility, future
lawyers learn two important concepts—pro hac vice admission and
consulting local counsel when not
licensed to practice in a particular jurisdiction. Latin for “this time only,”
pro hac vice “enables an out-of-state
lawyer [to] be admitted to practice
in a local jurisdiction for a particular case only.” The requirement to
consult local counsel when advising
clients outside the requisite practice jurisdictions is found in both the
ABA’s Model Rules of Professional
Conduct, as well as various states’
rules and local rules of both state and
federal courts.
While some practicing attorneys

Presidentelect’s
message
Cullan E. Jones

may never have to address these issues, there are a significant number
who do, many of whom are among The
Florida Bar’s nearly 14,000 attorneys
who maintain a primary practice
outside of the state of Florida. Indeed,

these attorneys are more likely to
have a practice that is national in
scope and are more likely to be admitted in multiple jurisdictions; thus,
they are more likely to be in need of
local counsel.
To this end, the OOSD’s membership directory could serve as a valuable resource for selecting local counsel in a case for which an attorney is
not admitted in the underlying court.
The OOSD’s membership directory is
available at https://www.floridabar.
org/about/section/section-os-mbrs/
and is searchable by, among other
search functions, city and state.
So, the next time you are shopping
for local counsel, consider seeking out
a fellow OOSD member.

Stay connected
with the

Out-of-State Division
Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/
TheFloridaBarOutOfStateDivision

Twitter:

@TFBOutOfState

flabaroutofstaters.org
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Uniform Commercial Real Estate
Receivership Act
Florida SB 660 and HB 783
by Kenneth Dante Murena
The decade-long
economic boom in
the United States
has extended to
most real estate
markets, including in Florida, but
many expect a correction in the real
estate economy
K. MURENA
within the next
couple of years
that is likely to result in a surge in
real estate disputes and litigation.
Florida’s trial courts already struggle
to manage the increased workload
and the complex issues underlying
commercial cases, many of which
stem from real estate disputes. So,
any further increase in real estaterelated cases could result in a crippling backlog and excessive delays in
adjudication. Courts and litigants in
real estate disputes will need a tool
to stave off such delays and secure
efficient resolutions. One such tool is
receivership, which for years courts
have utilized to assist in the resolution of real estate disputes pursuant
to common law developed and applied by a multitude of courts over a
number of years to varying degrees
and effect, rather than pursuant to
one consolidated body of law that
could more consistently be applied by
courts faced with similar real estaterelated issues.
The Uniform Commercial Real Estate Receivership Act (UCRERA), a
uniform law from the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCUSL), will offer
courts and litigants throughout the
state of Florida one such body of law.
Indeed, UCRERA is a comprehensive
codification of law that provides for
the circumstances and conditions
under which a receiver may be appointed over commercial real estate;
the scope and procedures of a receivership proceeding; the effect of the
appointment of a receiver; the authority of the receivership court; and
flabaroutofstaters.org

the powers, duties, and liability of
the receiver, all of which will provide
courts and litigants alike a path and
roadmap for the effective, efficient,
and consistent resolution of the real
estate disputes they may increasingly
confront.
Presently, there is no clear or uniform legal standard, or statutory
guidance, in Florida governing the
circumstances under which a receiver
should be appointed over commercial
real property, the powers and duties
of a receiver for commercial real estate, or the procedures a court should
follow in a receivership proceeding.
Consequently, there is significant
variation among the judicial circuits
and districts in the application of
legal principles and procedures governing receivers and receiverships.
This increases the burden on the
courts, costs all litigants unnecessary
money, and disserves the public by
keeping productive real estate off the
market (and tax rolls).
SB 660 and HB 783 are Florida’s
proposed implementation of UCRERA. They will provide consistency,
uniformity, and guidance to the
courts throughout the state with respect to when a receiver should be
appointed and will ensure that the
status quo is preserved and/or the
value and condition of the property
is preserved or realized for the benefit of the interested parties while a
foreclosure or other action affecting
the real property is pending.
SB 660 and HB 783:
• Set forth the procedures for providing notice and opportunity for hearing to all parties and creditors with
an interest in the subject real property, consistent with Florida Rules
of Civil Procedure Rule 1.610(b)
to ensure adequate due process
protections are guaranteed;
• Establish standards under which a
court may appoint a receiver in the
exercise of its equitable discretion
5

and the standards under which a
petitioning mortgage lienholder
is entitled to appointment of a
receiver;
• Provide consistency and guidance
with respect to when a receiver
should be appointed;
• List the conditions under which
a receiver can be appointed prejudgment, including waste, loss,
substantial diminution of value,
dissipation or impairment of the
property or its revenue-producing
potential;
• Provide that, on appointment, persons having possession, custody,
or control of receivership property
must turn the property over to
the receiver, and persons owing
debts that constitute receivership
property must pay those debts to
the receiver;
• Set forth the receiver’s presumptive powers and those the receiver
may exercise only with court approval, the duties of the receiver,
and the duties of the owner of receivership property;
• Permit the receiver, before judgment and with court approval, to
use, sell, lease, license, exchange,
or otherwise transfer receivership
property other than in the ordinary course of business if (a) the
owner of the property expressly
consents or fails to object before or
at a hearing after the receiver has
provided reasonable advance notice of the transfer to all interested
parties, including lienholders, and
(b) the receiver establishes that
the property is subject to waste,
loss, dissipation, or substantial
diminution in value;
• Permit the receiver, after judgment and with court approval, to
dispose of receivership property to
carry the judgment into effect or to
preserve nonexempt real property
State-to-State — Winter 2020

Receivership Act

from preceding page

pending appeal or when an execution has been returned unsatisfied
and the owner refuses to apply
the property in satisfaction of the
judgment;
• Authorize the receiver to adopt or
reject an executory contract of the
owner relating to property or assign an adopted executory contract
to the extent permitted by contract
or applicable law, and limit the
receiver’s ability to reject the unexpired lease of a tenant, permitting
rejection of the lease only in very
limited situations;
• Require the receiver to notify creditors of the appointment unless the
court orders otherwise, require
creditors to file claims with the

receiver as a precondition to obtaining any distribution from receivership property or the proceeds
of such property, and permit the
receiver to recommend disallowance of claims;
• Authorize the court to appoint a receiver appointed in another state,
or its designee, as an ancillary receiver for the purpose of obtaining
possession, custody, and control
of receivership property located
within this state and permit the
court to enter any order necessary
to effectuate an order of a court in
another state; and
• Require the receiver to file interim
reports and, on completion of the
receiver’s duties, a final report.
The Florida Bar Business Law Section, in consultation with the Real
Property Section, the Florida Bankers Association, the Florida Land

Title Association, and NCUSL (which
initially presented the uniform law
to the Business Law Section), has
worked on refining UCRERA and
making it consistent with existing
Florida law for nearly four years.
UCRERA has sponsors in the Florida
Senate and the Florida House of Representatives and, during the current
legislative session, has successfully
advanced through all committees of
reference to date in both chambers,
with only the Senate Rules Committee remaining before it can be put to
the floor of both chambers for a final
vote.
Comprehensive laws similar to
UCRERA have already been enacted
in seven other states, Maryland, Arizona, Michigan, Tennessee, Nevada,
Utah, and Oregon, and introduced in
the legislatures of two other states,
Connecticut and North Carolina. Perhaps Florida will be the next state
added to the former list.

The superpower of ‘but why?’ …
by Carolyn Kurtzack Kolben
Attorneys are
generally curious
by nature, and of
course, zealous
advocacy demands
a comprehensive
understanding of
your client’s matter. How far does
a comprehensive
C. KOLBEN
understanding
go, however, and
what’s the fastest way to get there?
The answer lies in this simple question: “but why?”
When counsel first elicits why a
specific course of action was chosen,
the response will often be fact based.
When followed up with a genuinely
curious “but why?” the response will
accelerate counsel’s understanding of
the client’s motivation and/or intent.
Responses to follow-up “but why’s”
will thereafter reveal multidimensional responses serving to further fortify
counsel’s zealous advocacy arsenal.
Responses to “but why” questions
flabaroutofstaters.org

reveal how your client/witnesses perform as a decision maker and grasp
the responsibilities to which they
have been assigned, as well as their
judgment, values, and ethics. This
information further enables counsel
to laud or prevent the further deterioration of the credibility of the
client. The “but why” may disclose
a client’s misunderstanding of what
can truly be achieved, result in the
discovery of favorable information the
client deemed unimportant, or reveal
another cause of action or defense. A
seasoned attorney—fueled by curiosity—is often applying the law to the
facts as they spill out of the mouth
of the client. Most importantly, wellinformed counsel further serves the
cause of a well-protected client.
Conversely, when counsel fails to
secure as much information from the
client as soon as reasonably possible
during the representation, counsel is
often left to play catch-up. Often with
a recalcitrant individual, the big dig
into the “but why” questions may be
6

best left for consultations after trust
is attained. But so as not to waste
time and resources—there are no
shortcuts—it takes time and effort
to really know and understand what
the client wants and needs.
Reinforcing counsel’s understanding of intent and motivation with a
thorough “but why” inquiry is never
a bad idea. Let it be known that while
there are instances in which the information you hear might be so horrific that it gnaws at your soul, “I had
too much information about my client
and the case” said no attorney ever.
In conclusion, being doggedly curious coupled with the time and patience to conduct a very thorough
inquiry early in the representation
serves the cause of zealous advocacy. This intricate inquiry makes
one a better counsel no matter what
the case. Most importantly, the “but
why” inquiry reduces the chance of
any counsel ever having to declare
at the eleventh hour “why did no one
tell us that.”
State-to-State — Winter 2020

The following questions were posed by The Florida Bar News to Bar president-elect candidates Michael Tanner of
Jacksonville and Renée Thompson of Ocala. Ballots for the contested election will be emailed or mailed to eligible
voters around March 2. Voters will have the option of voting online in lieu of returning their paper ballot. All votes
must be received before midnight, March 23. This article was published in The Florida Bar News on January 17.

Questions for the
Bar president-elect candidates
1. In response to the “rapidly
changing” environment in which
legal services are provided, the
Supreme Court has asked the Bar
to launch a comprehensive study
of issues related to the regulation
of the legal profession, including
focusing on lawyer advertising,
referral fees, fee splitting, entity
regulation, regulation of online
service providers, and regulation
of nonlawyer providers of limited
legal services. What can the Bar do
to help its members successfully
compete in this changing world?
Tanner: As a practicing lawyer
who represents clients in our courts,
I experience the changes underway in
the delivery of legal services, particularly litigation services, my practice
area.
To help our members successfully compete in this changing world,
The Florida Bar must, above all, be
adaptable to change, meaning the
following:
First, we must remain a strong,
unified bar. A unified bar is best able
to offer our members quality education programs, useful member benefits (lawyer referral services, vendor
discounts, and the like) and quality
career enhancement opportunities
(section and committee work)—all at
the lowest cost to our members.
Second, we must educate our members to look objectively at our current
rules and practices and be open to
new ways of doing things and seek
new opportunities. We cannot know
precisely what legal services clients
will demand in 2025 or beyond. Perhaps some of what we do now, both
in litigation and transactions, will
be done with artificial intelligence.
The opportunities for future lawyers
may be in new practice areas, such
as legal data analysis, litigation process management, or other emerging
fields. Whatever the future holds,
flabaroutofstaters.org

Michael Tanner

Renée Thompson

we must open-mindedly adapt our
education, programs, and benefits to
these changes.
In December 2019, the Florida Supreme Court directed the Bar to study
potential changes to our advertising
rules, referral fee rules, entity regulation rules, and others, to make sure
we deliver legal services in the best
possible way for the public. We must
embrace that study and be flexible
about its results, so long as any potential changes in our rules preserve
the independence of our profession
and our branch of government.
Thompson: The Bar can and will
continue to serve many roles in helping its members to thrive in the modern world, and this study will be important in helping to further refine
and perfect rules that will not only
ensure fair and consistent regulation
of our profession, but will assist lawyers to be competitive and successful. Years of thoughtful deliberation
inform our current rules and their
interpretation, but a fresh look at not
only substance but procedure can help
to advance the needs of the profession
for today’s practice. Streamlining
some areas for ease of understanding will be necessary, in addition to
looking at ways in which our current
rules are potentially putting lawyers
at a competitive disadvantage with
nonlawyers. Clearly, many of these
regulatory issues involve the role of
7

nonlawyers and nonlawyer entities in
the practice of law, and competition
between lawyers and nonlawyers. It
is critically important that the Bar
continue, as it has in the past, to
prioritize the interests and concerns
of its constituent members, putting
Florida’s lawyers first while at the
same time also protecting the public. After the study is complete and
its findings are known, the Bar can
help to educate the membership, as
well as the general public, to understand any rule or policy changes and
why changes were made. Keeping
members as knowledgeable as possible regarding regulatory changes
is critical in order to ensure compliance with the rules, helping them to
successfully compete while avoiding
possible discipline issues.
One of the key initiatives the Bar
can do to help its members successfully compete in this changing world
is to continue to grow its Lawyer
Referral Service program. While the
technology now exists making it a robust platform, the Bar must prioritize
its growth and presence for it to be a
reliable place the public looks to find
a Florida lawyer.
2. What do you see as the primary
role of the Board of Governors?
Thompson: Subject to our Rules,
the Board of Governors works as a
policy-making body for our Bar for
its many activities.
Tanner: In practical terms, the
Board of Governors has two primary
roles: First, it assists the Florida
Supreme Court in regulating our
members by overseeing the disciplinary process; and second, it sets the
policies by which the Bar and all of its
constituent groups operate. The overriding purpose in every board action
is, and should always be, to serve and
protect the public while improving
the administration of justice.
State-to-State — Winter 2020
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3. What drew you to Bar work?
Tanner: Very early in my career I
was encouraged to get involved with
The Florida Bar by a senior lawyer
whom I admired and respected. He
said involvement with the Bar is the
best way to give back to a profession
that is so important to our society.
My first work for the Bar was service on Grievance Committee C for
the Fourth Circuit. I served a threeyear term, finishing as chair in my
last year. There I developed an appreciation for the fairness and integrity
of our discipline system. I learned
the importance of mentoring so that
new lawyers avoid the mistakes that
generate grievances. Assisting the
Court in regulating our members is
one of the core functions of the Bar,
and I encourage all of our members
to serve on a grievance committee.
After my grievance committee
work, I served on the Executive Council of the Trial Lawyers Section and
later on the Board of Legal Specialization and Education. I eventually
served as chair of both groups.
Later, as a co-founder and manager
of a small litigation firm, I saw the
value of the Bar’s member benefits.
They helped us navigate the challenges that small firms face.
These experiences taught me that
my mentor was right—Bar service is
certainly a terrific way to give back,
but I didn’t realize how much I would
benefit personally. My hope for all
of our members is that they too will
benefit from service to the Bar.
Thompson: Volunteer work has
always been a part of my life in some
way since I was young. I enjoy working on large-scale projects, so Bar
work was a natural fit for me. I was
fortunate enough to be exposed to
voluntary bar service soon after law
school, and I am grateful for the institutional knowledge and connections
developed over years of Bar service
and leadership.
4. What threats do you see to the
unified bar structure and what
would you do to address those
threats?
flabaroutofstaters.org

Thompson: The current primary
threat to the structure of The Florida
Bar is the possibility of an adverse
ruling from the United States Supreme Court on one or more of the
cases currently being litigated which
involve challenges to an integrated
bar system, where mandatory Bar
membership and payment of dues
is required in order to obtain a license and practice law. These cases
involve interpretation of the Court’s
2018 Janus vs. AFSCME decision,
which addressed labor unions and
state-extracted fees. While factually
distinguishable from many of the considerations and issues implicated in
any analysis of integrated bar procedures, if the Court ultimately decides
that its Janus holding also applies to
the legal profession, the Bar will be
forced to undergo drastic changes to
its structure and functions.
No less than 30 states, including
Florida, have an integrated bar.
While the risk is clear, the reality
of our present situation is that very
little, if any, of this problem is within
the purview of Florida Bar leadership. It is worth noting that while
the Bar has taken significant steps
to address this threat and reduce its
exposure to such a possibility, the
decision will ultimately be made for
us by the Court. While I personally
would love to be able to meaningfully
address these threats as president, it
is up to the U.S. Supreme Court, and
to that Court alone, to reach any decision that would affect our Bar.
There is, of course, that worst-case
scenario in which the Court rules
against integrated bars. However,
should that nightmare become our
reality, the needs of Florida lawyers
will still exist, and the functions and
services provided by our formerly
integrated bar will still be needed.
Therefore, The Florida Bar will very
likely exist, in some form or another,
in order to assist with the administration of the legal profession. In such an
event, I am confident that the very
same people and local voluntary bar
associations that currently give so
much of their time and talent to the
profession will step up and help take
on the challenge of picking up the
pieces and rebuilding The Florida
Bar. I am proud to have served for
years with many of these people and
entities, and I am confident that I
8

could effectively coalesce these various forces if called upon to do so.
Tanner: Since 1950, we’ve benefited from Florida’s unified bar
structure. But now, two related, but
different, challenges threaten that
structure.
The first arises under the decision
of the U.S. Supreme Court in Keller
v. State Bar of California, 496 U.S.
1 (1990). There the Court held it is
permissible under the First Amendment to require lawyers to join a
state bar association, and pay fees, so
long as the bar confines its activities
to “regulating the legal profession”
and “improving the quality of legal
services.” The important corollary of
this is that The Florida Bar, which
is funded by mandatory fees from its
members, must avoid involvement in
political or other issues that would be
divisive among our members. In the
years since Keller, our Bar has done
an excellent job of following those
directives and related directives
from the Florida Supreme Court.
But staying within Keller’s limits
can be challenging because there is
often the temptation—always well
intentioned—to take positions on
issues that are important to society,
but would stray beyond our constitutional bounds.
I served for several years on the
Board of Governors’ Legislation Committee (three years as chair or cochair) and that experience has taught
me the importance, and sometimes,
the difficulty, of keeping our activities
within Keller.
For these reasons, I would continue
our vigilance to stay within our constitutional bounds and direct activities that go beyond Keller to local or
national voluntary bar groups or, in
some cases, to sections of The Florida
Bar (which are funded with voluntary
fees and are, therefore, not subject to
many of the Keller limitations).
The second challenge we face arises
from the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in Janus v. AFSCME, 138 S. Ct.
2448 (2018), which addressed publicsector labor union membership. That
decision is the basis of several federal
court lawsuits around the country
challenging mandatory membership
in state bar associations on First
Amendment grounds. There are compelling arguments why mandatory
State-to-State — Winter 2020
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bar membership is different than
union membership, but ultimately,
the Court will decide whether mandatory bar association membership is
prohibited by Janus.
If we find ourselves in a post-unified
status (and become a statewide voluntary bar as we were before 1950),
we must then ensure that regulation
of our profession remains exclusively with the Florida Supreme Court
and retain as many of the benefits of
our unified Florida Bar as possible
through voluntary fees. The more we
can persuade our members to see the
value in joining a voluntary bar, the
closer its programs and benefits could
match those of The Florida Bar today.
5. What would you do to continue
pursuing the Bar’s diversity and
inclusion goal?
Tanner: The Florida Bar is fully
committed to the enhancement of
diversity within the Bar, the legal
profession, legal education, and within the justice system. “Diversity” is
intended to have a flexible meaning
that adapts to societal changes to reflect differences in race, color, gender,
religion, national origin, age, sexual
orientation, and other differences. I
believe this is critical to our Bar. To
ensure our success in achieving this,
I would do the following:
• Maintain our involvement in
the selection of Florida’s judges
through the JNC process. Without
our Bar’s involvement, our goals
of a top-quality and diverse bench
would give way over time to purely
political considerations.
• Reemphasize the Bar’s Get Involved initiative through which diverse members are encouraged to
join sections and committees and
apply for special appointments like
standing committees, grievance
committees, unlicensed practice
of law committees, judicial nominating committees, and others. I
will seek the active support of the
Board of Governors and all section
and committee leadership in this.
• Ensure that the recommendations
flabaroutofstaters.org

included in the 2017 Report of the
Special Committee on Gender Bias
(approved by the Board of Governors in May 2017) are implemented to the maximum extent
possible by our unified Bar within
its constitutional limitations. To
the extent some of those recommendations cannot be undertaken
by a unified bar using mandatory
fees, I would encourage voluntary
bar groups to develop and implement best practice guides with
respect to those.
• Increase the Voluntary Bar Association Diversity Grant Program
to $75,000 (while keeping the current limits on individual and bar
association grants). This increases
access for more voluntary bars and
other groups to participate in the
program.
Thompson: As the best Bar association in the country, we are in
the position to bring light to important issues affecting our members,
including the wage gap that women
and minorities continue to experience in the legal profession. I would
look for ways to find a broader audience for this important programming,
maybe in a firm setting, or through
web-based education. I also believe
the Bar should continue to foster its
relationship working in cooperation
with the Governor’s Office to ensure
the judiciary attracts the best, the
brightest, and the most vibrant, from
all across our membership.

6. Has the Bar’s efforts to promote
the health and wellness of its
members made a difference?
What are your goals in this area?
Thompson: The efforts of the Bar
to promote wellness have made a difference in the lives of many Florida
lawyers. The Bar has recently made
great strides in fostering mindfulness
among the membership and increasing the availability of, and access to,
various health and wellness related
services and products. For example,
we can now access a comprehensive
website that details the many member benefits and resources offered
by the Bar. The Bar also works to
increase awareness of the numerous
mental health related issues that
affect our profession, doing so in a
manner that helps to diminish negative and often unfair stigmas associated with individuals that are served
by health and wellness initiatives.
However, the degree to which this
awareness has made a difference
among the general membership is an
ongoing issue. As we all are aware,
the practice of law is often stressful, and more must be done to help
members cope with this burden in a
productive and healthy way.
My goal in this area is to achieve
an even closer level of communication and cooperation between the
Bar and the many volunteer bar associations that serve the health and
wellness needs of their membership.
These organizations, which routinely
conduct local and regional events and
activities that promote the health

Need to meet your CLE
requirements— for free?

Many of you may not know it, but The Florida Bar offers a large number
of CLE programs at no cost to its members. This is especially useful
to out-of-state members in states where there is not a mandatory CLE
requirement. To access these programs, go to The Florida Bar’s website
(www.flabar.org) and click on the “CLE” tab in the upper right-hand corner.
Scroll down to “Online Courses” and click on “Catalog of Courses.” That
brings you to a list of offered programs. If you click on either “Discounted
or Reduced Price Programs” or “Law Practice Management,” you will
see more than 30 hours of free online course offerings. That, combined
with the free ethics tape the OOSD provides, should pretty much let you
fulfill your CLE requirements.
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and wellness of their members, are
many times best situated to know
and serve those in need of assistance.
However, the Bar can only do so much
to mitigate the many negative effects
of unchecked stress, or to assist our
members afflicted by mental illness.
In that regard, I fully support the
concept of an emergency hotline that
Bar members could access in times
of crisis, something that is unfortunately not currently provided.
Tanner: The Bar’s efforts to promote health and wellness has been
an important step to improving the
well-being of our members.
Ours is a tough job. We take on
other people’s problems and make
them our own, leading inevitably to
emotional investment, at some level,
in every matter we handle.
My goal on this issue is to address
in a meaningful way one cause of the
stress that is affecting our health and
wellness—unprofessional behavior.
The data is clear that stress is a
key factor in mental illness and other
disorders, and multiple Bar surveys
of our members have identified unprofessional behavior as a major
source of stress. We must address
this. In 2011, the Florida Supreme
Court added the “civility proviso” to
the Oath of Admission. In 2013, the
Court adopted a detailed, integrated
set of professionalism standards (updated in 2015) and adopted a code for
resolving professionalism complaints
through the local professionalism
panels. It’s time to educate our members about these standards and begin
to enforce them.
Too often I hear our members say
unprofessional behavior is now endemic in our culture, and there’s
nothing we can do about it creeping into our profession. I say they’re
wrong. We can make a difference.
I expand on these thoughts in an
article that appeared in the January
edition of The Professional, the newsletter of the Henry Latimer Center
for Professionalism. Please also listen
to the Legal Talk Network podcast
which I moderated on this issue in
October 2019.
flabaroutofstaters.org

7. Is the Bar relevant to the
typical small-firm lawyer? What
can the Bar do to help those
practitioners?
Tanner: Surveys of our membership by The Florida Bar over several
years indicate that most of our members in small firms do not actively
participate in Florida Bar work.
Many, perhaps most, of those lawyers don’t feel the Bar is relevant to
what they do. If so, we must work
to educate them about the value of
their membership from Bar resources
such as:
• The LegalFuel Practice Resource
Center, which provides resources
in technology, marketing, finance,
and other aspects of practice
management.
• The Florida Bar’s Lawyer Referral Service, which generated more
than 38,000 referrals to our members in 2019.
• Product and services discounts
from vendors in banking, legal
research, insurance, legal forms,
and other services.
• Mental health and wellness resources, including the Young Lawyers Division’s award-winning
Stigma Free program.
More fundamentally, and as part of
the Get Involved initiative through
the Committee on Diversity and Inclusion, we can make a greater effort
to reach out to and involve those
lawyers in section and committee
work, to enhance their practice skills,
and allow them to build mentoring
relationships and potential sources
of work.
Thompson: More than 70% of
Florida lawyers work in small firms
of 10 lawyers or less. Many of our
fellow attorneys, especially solo and
small-firm practitioners, need updated resources to help them run
their practices. Technology provides
our members with the ability to
streamline their practice management systems; for example, establishing a comprehensive solution to
trust accounting with software that
can ensure rule compliance, help with
monthly reconciliations, and provide
peace of mind for our members is
a necessity. Many of our attorneys
find themselves in the disciplinary
10

system due to lack of compliance
with the trust accounting rules and
avoidable errors. The resulting discipline process, in turn, places an
unnecessary burden upon the Bar’s
budget. Equipping our lawyers with
the proper tools can not only help
our attorneys properly manage their
practices, it can help the Bar’s bottom
line. I practice law as a civil trial attorney and mediator. My background
allows me to understand the needs of
our solo and small-firm attorneys in
today’s ever-changing marketplace.
I understand the demands of running an office while keeping up with
community and bar service, all while
balancing the needs of clients.
8. What made you want to be a
lawyer?
Thompson: I am a problem solver
by nature. Even as a child, I felt an
inner drive to help people with their
issues and conflicts. I like people,
and I enjoy the feeling that comes
from helping someone to resolve a
problem, lifting the burden off their
shoulders. During my undergraduate
studies, with a number of my close
friends considering graduate school,
I began to think about law school and
the legal profession. I began to realize that for many lawyers, their job
is a quest to help their clients solve
their problems. That was something
that interested me greatly, and the
concept of being a professional that
can truly help people to solve very
difficult and complex problems is
still something that I highly value.
It is also something that drew me to
the field of mediation. What made me
want to be a lawyer is what makes me
appreciate being a lawyer.
Tanner: I remember being intrigued when one of my high school
English teachers explained that
Shakespeare’s verse “let’s kill all the
lawyers” from Henry VI was in fact
a high compliment to our profession.
Shakespeare’s point, of course, was
that if you want to bring down a
kingdom (or today a republic) you
first undermine its laws.
Later, from studying history, I
came to believe that ideas, and those
who can communicate ideas, shape
events. From that it was a natural
choice for me to study law in order to
be a part of what I believed then and
State-to-State — Winter 2020
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believe now is the one great idea of
our society—that our prosperity and
our liberties depend on us being a
society of laws, and that a society of
laws starts with the work of lawyers.
9. Talk about one defining moment
in your legal career when you
stopped to think, “I am proud to
be a lawyer.”
Tanner: For the reasons given in
my answer to the last question, I’m
proud to be a lawyer, and I enjoy telling people I’m a lawyer—especially if
they’ve just told a lawyer joke.
It’s difficult to single out any one
moment along the path of my career,
but I’ll offer my first and most recent
such moments.
During my first civil jury trial, my
mentor, Dana Bradford, and I represented a young boy who had been
playing baseball at a municipal ball
field. When he slid into home plate,
the white dust used to mark the baselines seriously injured his eyes. The
baselines should have been marked

with a safe, inert powder, but that
day something different had been
used. The jury returned a verdict in
our favor, providing enough money
to pay the boy’s medical bills and pay
for future care for his damaged eyes.
The second occasion was in 2018
when I was contacted by an individual who became ill and was terminated
from her employment. Because of the
nature of her job, her employer was
permitted to do that. She had very
little money to live on and no prospects of further employment in her
field. To make things worse, there
were large financial claims against
her from other parties. We eventually
resolved the claims, without litigation, giving the client at least a clean
slate to move on with her life.
The amounts involved in these
cases were modest, but I will always
believe that in both cases justice was
done. I was proud to be a part of that.
Thompson: One defining moment
for me when I have felt truly proud to
be a lawyer was when the first class
of the Leadership Academy graduated, and the fruits of the academy
became clear to me. In 2013, former Bar President Eugene K. Pettis
asked me to help him create and lead

The Florida Bar’s Leadership Academy, where I served as the inaugural
chair of the academy for the first two
classes. Watching their individual
energy and enthusiasm, their cohesiveness and cooperation, I began to
understand the collective power that
can be harnessed from such diverse
and special talent. That first class set
the bar high for the following classes,
which in turn were each amazing in
their own unique ways. The academy
and its graduates are a testament to
the vision of the Bar, a legacy that
reflects the values and aspirations
of the outstanding individuals who
have helped to make the academy
the success it is. The academy is a
creation of the Bar, and I am indeed
proud to be a Florida lawyer, knowing
that I am a member of an organization that places great value in how it
serves its membership. By developing a truly representative group of
uniquely talented and trained individuals to work together in taking
on the challenges of the future, our
Bar has demonstrated considerable
foresight and wisdom. I am proud
that, being a Florida lawyer, I am a
part of this effort to make the future
brighter for all.

Thursday, March 19, 2020 | 2 p.m. – 5 p.m.
OOSD Executive Council Meeting

(Reception follows)
Williamsburg Inn - Regency Room
136 Francis Street East, Williamsburg, VA 23185
RSVP required; please email Emily K. Young • eyoung@floridabar.org

Friday, June 19, 2020 | 1 p.m. – 3 p.m.*
OOSD Executive Council Meeting
at the Annual Florida Bar Convention
Hilton Orlando Bonnet Creek & Waldorf Astoria
*date/time subject to change

flabaroutofstaters.org
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Best practice tips for
law firm mobile security

Are intelligent apps really able to help you at work?
by Audrey Ehrhardt
Artificial intelligence is a term
that still remains
largely unfamiliar. While we have
heard of it, and
probably have
some familiarity
(think the Terminator movies), only
A. EHRHARDT
a few of us have
practical, working
knowledge of what it is. Perhaps
even more frustrating is the fact that
many of us do not know how it can
be implemented to help us succeed
in our practices.
What exactly is artificial intelligence? Experts define it to be “intelligence exhibited by software or
machines, and—through machine
learning—has the capability to improve itself over time” (Fauscette,
2017). The idea that software can
learn over time may surprise you. It
is something that you may not have
contemplated in your practice, and
you may not have considered the
fact that, just as you can teach an
employee, you can teach your mobile
device to be able to help you in your
practice. This type of software development is on the rise as “the market is experiencing growth mainly
due to the increase in the need for
advanced analytical tools, advancement in technology related to new
product development, and increased
market for big data & analytics...”

flabaroutofstaters.org

(Intelligent apps market to have a
promising future ahead!, 2019).
As artificial intelligence continues
to evolve, intelligent apps have come
to life. What makes up an “intelligent app” you ask? Intelligent “apps”
(short for applications) are specific to
their users as they offer a personalized experience through data analytics and machine learning. As a user
continues to use the application, the
app will evolve to understand the
user’s needs.
As the market continues to grow,
how can these intelligent apps help
you at work? Here is one example:
Intelligent apps can make your work
days more effective when it comes to
something as simple but important
as responding to an email. How often
are you working outside your email,
only to learn you’ve received 40
emails in the last 45 minutes? While
some of these emails are urgent, others may not be as important. Intelligent applications have the ability
to monitor the emails coming in and
know when to filter out the emails
you do not need, while also learning
to send you alerts when they know
one requires an immediate response.
Further, you can choose to train your
email to prompt your response email
with frequently used text responses
to similar inquiries or questions.
While this is a development that
continues to be exciting, we must
keep cyber security and protecting
our law firms at the forefront of our
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minds. Many intelligent apps listen and have a broad range of permissions to be able to engage with
us and the entire range of data on
our mobile devices. Before getting
started with any of them, do your
research, read the terms and conditions, and determine what access to
private information you want to give.
If you’re not using intelligent applications in your workplace today,
you may want to consider making
the change. Remember, intelligent
apps can be anything from email
responders to task management to
personal assistants to everything
in between. The idea behind intelligent apps in the workplace is to
transform day-to-day tasks through
personalization, in turn making you
and your employees more effective. I
encourage you to learn more.
References
Fauscette, M. (2017, January
24). What are intelligent applications and real world use cases? Retrieved from https://learn.g2.com/
intelligent-applications-software
Intelligent apps market to have a
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BOG News
Board of Governors’ update
We want you to stay informed on actions taken by The Florida Bar Board of Governors. So, here is the latest Board
of Governors’ update.
The Florida Bar Board of Governors met on January 31, 2020, in Tallahassee. The major actions of the board and
reports received included:
• Florida Chief Justice Charles T. Canady updated
members of the board about issues before the judicial branch and expressed gratitude for the very
good start for state courts in the budget process
underway in the Legislature. A number of priorities identified in the courts’ budget request and its
legislative agenda are included in initial budgets
proposed separately in the Senate and the House
of Representatives the week of January 27. Bar
President John Stewart said the Bar’s number one
strategic plan objective is to ensure the judicial
system as a coequal branch of government is fair,
impartial, and adequately funded. President Stewart said The Florida Bar will continue to advocate
that the courts be open to all by working with the
executive and legislative branches to achieve this
objective, particularly in advocating for funding
to recruit and retain quality judges. The regular
session of the Legislature is scheduled to conclude
March 13. The full House and Senate still must
approve versions of the budget, negotiate any differences into an identical spending plan, and then
forward it to Gov. Ron DeSantis.

provision of limited legal services to law firm clients
who are handling some legal matters pro se will expand access to justice. The proposal was circulated
to all Bar sections and the comments received were
also referred to the Rules Committee to consider.
Read more in the Florida Bar News.
• At the request of the Out-of-State Division, an
amendment was approved to allow for co-sponsorship of professionally recorded CLE courses by the
Bar’s CLE Committee. The amendment updates a
2015 redesign of the CLE administrative fee and
overhead structure that was undertaken before the
massive shift and availability of online video and
on-demand CLE.
• The board approved an amendment to the comment
to Rule 4-7.18, Direct Contact with Prospective
Clients, to clarify that lawyers may initiate the exchange of contact information at a business-related
event or in business-related social media because
those forums are at least in part intended to facilitate networking.
• In addition, the board approved three lawyer slates
for each of the vacancies on the state’s 26 judicial
nominating commissions. The nominations will
be sent to Gov. DeSantis, who will make the final
appointments.

• In addition to supporting the courts’ legislative requests, The Florida Bar is monitoring bills of interest to the legal profession. For weekly updates on
proposed legislation, the session schedule, links to
contact legislators and to other information sources,
as well as the policies on Florida Bar advocacy and
all approved legislative positions, please visit http://
www.floridabar.org/legislativeactivity.

• The annual Pro Bono Awards Ceremony was held
on the day before the board meeting at the Florida
Supreme Court. Twenty-two circuit recipients were
honored with Florida Bar President’s Awards along
with a Florida Bar Young Lawyers Division member
and all of the recipients of the chief justice’s annual pro bono awards: Tobias Simon, Distinguished
Judicial Service, Distinguished Federal Judicial
Service, Law Firm Commendation, and Voluntary
Bar Association. Watch the video of the ceremony
on the Florida Channel or visit Florida Bar News
for full coverage.

• A request for the board’s input on a proposal by the
Florida Commission on Access to Civil Justice to
amend Bar rules to allow registration of Advanced
Florida Registered Paralegals was referred to the
board’s Rules Committee for review and recommendations to be reported back to the board in May.
The access commission, which plans to submit the
proposal directly to the Supreme Court, expects that
creating this new registration that would allow the
flabaroutofstaters.org
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EDITOR’S CORNER

Grow your practice with help from the
Out-of-State Division

You’ll see in this edition the many programs available to OOSD members. We continue to look for
ways to enhance the State-to-State and to provide more development opportunities. By doing so, we
can better serve out-of-state lawyers. It should be a win-win for everyone. We challenge you to think of
new ideas on how the OOSD can continue to improve services to Florida lawyers practicing out of state.
Speaking of programs, we hosted another CLE. The program was held in New York City on November
13 at the offices of Richard Lawson at Manatt, Phelps & Phillips. We covered several topics: tax, estate
planning, real estate, and ethical considerations for Florida/New York snowbirds. The CLE was preceded
by a meeting of the OOSD Executive Council and followed by a reception. We welcomed many new faces.
This March, we will conduct an executive council meeting in Williamsburg, Virginia, in conjunction
with the Board of Governors’ out-of-state meeting. A reception will follow our meeting on March 19.
D. WORKMAN
See page 11 for more details.
We’ve mentioned in the past the reach of the OOSD. We’re here to help you wherever you practice.
And we’d love to meet you. Your Out-of-State Division continues to provide gathering and networking opportunities for
you. Natasha and Cullan talk about some of the upcoming connection opportunities.
The Florida Bar provides great support and opportunities for its members. Our OOSD president, the other officers, and
executive council members are here to support the specific needs of out-of-state Florida Bar members. On page 3, you’ll find
the mission of the Out-of-State Division, and on page 18, you’ll find a list of officers and executive council members. The
Out-of-State Division is here to help you turn our shared interests into a strong professional practice. We’re not shy—we
want to help you develop business.
Your publication continues to grow. And we’d like even more! You’ll see throughout the State-to-State our requests for
contributing authors. We feature articles from members in Florida and elsewhere who share ideas and articles of interest
to out-of-state members. Our contributing authors appear prominently and we include the information you’d like others to
read about your practice. We have two goals here: to present your ideas to a broad audience and to introduce the readers
to you. We want to help your practice.
We hope you continue to enjoy the all-cyber version of State-to-State. You should be receiving a link to each edition of
the newsletter that allows you to view the edition online in color at your desk or on your mobile device. Please note our
new articles in which we feature OOSD members. This is another great way to market your practice.
Please send us your articles and we’ll get you published as quickly and as often as we can. And by all means,
please let us know how we can serve you better. Feel free to contact me at dworkman@bakerlaw.com or by telephone
at 202/861-1602. We also look forward to seeing you at one of the local receptions or at OOSD meetings.
And most importantly—please join and get involved!

FLORIDA...
  was
   discovered
    by an
     out-of-stater.

S t a t e - t o - S t a t e
THE PUBLICATION OF THE OUT-OF-STATE DIVISION OF THE FLORIDA BAR

Natasha B. Dorsey, Chicago, Ill. ........................................................................... President
Cullan E. Jones, Washington, D.C. ..............................................................President-Elect
Cullan E. Jones, Washington, D.C. .......................................................................Treasurer
Mindi Wells, Columbus, Ohio ................................................................................ Secretary
Matthew L. Kahl, Portland, Ore. ...............................................Immediate Past President
Emily K. Young, Tallahassee, Fla. ................................................. Program Administrator
Donald A. Workman, Washington, D.C. .....................................................................Editor
Matthew L. Kahl, Portland, Ore. ............................................................... Associate Editor
Susan L. Trainor, Tallahassee, Fla. ...................................................................Staff Editor
Clay Shaw, Tallahassee, Fla. .....................................................................................Layout
State-to-State is devoted to Florida and multi-jurisdictional legal matters. It is editorially
reviewed and peer reviewed for matters concerning relevancy, content, accuracy, and
style. State-to-State is sent electronically to approximately 15,000 legal practitioners
throughout the United States.
Statements or expressions of opinion or comments appearing herein are those of the
contributors and not of The Florida Bar or the division.
The deadline for the SPRING 2020 issue is April 10, 2020. Articles should be of interest
to legal practitioners with multijurisdictional practices. Please submit articles in a Word
format via email to Don Workman, dworkman@bakerlaw.com. Please include a brief
biography with contact information and a photograph of the author. If a digital photo is
not available, please mail a print to The Florida Bar, OOSD, 651 East Jefferson Street,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300.
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Author! Author!
The Out-of-State Division offers its membership a valuable forum for the exchange
of information on legal issues affecting our
interstate practices. To be truly effective,
it is essential for a large cross section of
our members to contribute articles, news,
and announcements to this newsletter.
For those of you who would like to see
your work in print, the rules for publication
are simple: The article should be related to
a subject of general interest to legal practitioners with multijurisdictional practices.
Articles focused on your home state are
less appealing than issues impacting a
number of jurisdictions.
Please send documents in MS Word
format via email to Don Workman,
dworkman@bakerlaw.com.
Please help your colleagues to get to
know you by including a brief biography
with contact information, and include a
head and shoulders photograph. Your
photo and bio will be kept on file and need
only be submitted once.

State-to-State — Winter 2020

Contributing authors
The Out-of-State Division appreciates the articles submitted for this edition by our contributing authors.
They can serve as a resource to fellow division members who might have a question regarding these
authors’ areas of expertise or if a referral is needed.
Natasha B. Dorsey is president of the Out-of-State
Division and also serves on the Young Lawyers Division
Board of Governors. She focuses her practice on
employment law and commercial litigation. She can
be reached at 239/410-8622 or natashadorsey11@
gmail.com.

& Bowen in Miami, Florida, and an assistant state
attorney in Dade County, Florida. She is licensed
to practice in D.C., Florida, New York, and North
Carolina. She can be reached at 301/646-1085 or
carolyn.kolben@gmail.com.
Catherine Peek McEwen is a U.S. bankruptcy judge
for the Middle District of Florida, Tampa Division, and
is the vice-chair of the 13th Judicial Circuit (Florida)
Pro Bono Committee. One of Judge McEwen’s mantras
is that “judges admire pro bono volunteers.”

Audrey J. Ehrhardt builds successful law firms and
corporations across the country. A former Florida elder
law attorney, she is the founder of Practice42 LLC, a
strategic development firm for attorneys. She focuses
her time creating solutions in the four major areas of
practice development: business strategy, marketing
today, building team, and the administrative ecosystem.
Join the conversation at www.practice42.com.

Kenneth Dante Murena is a court-appointed receiver,
receiver’s counsel, special magistrate for real property,
and business litigator with significant experience
in federal and state court. He routinely represents
receivers, monitors, custodians, and other fiduciaries in
a broad spectrum of litigation matters involving fraud,
business torts, secured transactions, and real property.
Mr. Murena also represents trustees and creditors in
bankruptcy cases and adversary proceedings, and
serves as the assignee or counsel for interested parties
in assignments for the benefit of creditors. For nearly
four years, Mr. Murena has served as the chair of The
Florida Bar Business Law Section Task Force on the
Uniform Commercial Real Estate Receivership Act.
He can be reached at 305/371-3960 or kmurena@
dvllp.com.

Cullan E. Jones is president-elect and treasurer of the
Out-of-State Division. He is an associate with Hunton
Andrews Kurth in Washington, D.C. He represents
management in resolving complex labor, employment,
and related business disputes, with a focus on defending
employers in class and collective action claims. He can
be reached at 202/955-1941 or cjones@huntonak.com.
Matthew L. Kahl is immediate past president of the
Out-of-State Division and also serves as associate
editor of State-to-State. He focuses his practice on real
estate, creditor rights, and regulatory compliance. He
can be reached at 503/598-5548 or matthew.kahl@
jordanramis.com.

Donald A. Workman, OOSD past president and Stateto-State editor, is a partner in the Business Group and
head of BakerHostetler’s bankruptcy and creditors’
rights practice in the Washington, D.C., office. His
practice areas include business bankruptcy, creditors’
rights, debtor reorganizations, general insolvency,
stockbroker liquidations, and commercial litigation.
He can be reached at 202/861-1602 or dworkman@
bakerlaw.com.

Carolyn Kurtzack Kolben is the chief knowledge
officer of Amplitude. Her practice focuses on litigation
consulting, facilitative decision making, and issuefocused advocacy. Prior to creating Amplitude, Ms.
Kolben was an assistant United States attorney in the
District of Columbia, where she focused on criminal
trial practice and post-conviction litigation. Before
moving to D.C., Ms. Kolben was an associate at Shutts

Become a contributor!
See submission information on page 14.
flabaroutofstaters.org
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Advertise in
in State
Advertise
StatetotoState!
State!
Please indicate
Ad Size

☐ 1/4 page
☐ 1/2 page
☐ Full Page

Item number

Cost

(8160022)

$250.00

(8160021)

$400.00

(8160020)

$750.00

Your advertisement may be submitted electronically as a .jpg, .tif or .pdf file, at 300 ppi or larger. Black & white cameraready copy is also acceptable. Payment is by check only and must accompany the proposed ad and signed agreement
below. Payment will be accepted on a per-issue basis only.
For further information, contact Emily K. Young, program administrator, 850/561-5650 or eyoung@floridabar.org
Company Name: ________________________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Contact: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone No: ( _____ ) _________–____________
Fax No:

( _____ ) _________–____________

Email:_________________________________________________________________________________________

Signature: _____________________________________________________________________________________
flabaroutofstaters.org
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Stay current on ethics:
Free publication now available
In the past, out-of-state Florida Bar members have found that it can be difficult to stay
abreast of ethics developments in Florida. Now, two free resources are available to help
you stay current in this important area. The “2019 Florida Legal Ethics Review” by Tim Chinaris is available free
of charge. This comprehensive compendium concisely summarizes developments in Florida legal ethics during
2019, including rule changes, cases, and ethics opinions of interest. Arranged topically, the subjects covered are:
Rule Changes (including Proposed Rule Changes); Advertising; Attorney-Client Relationship; Candor Toward the
Tribunal; Confidentiality and Privileges; Conflicts of Interest (Including Disqualification); Disciplinary Proceedings;
Fees (Including Attorney’s Liens); Ineffective Assistance and Right to Counsel; Law Firms; Legal Malpractice;
Professionalism; Public Official Ethics and Public Records; Rules and Ethics Opinions; Trial Conduct; Trust Funds;
Unauthorized Practice of Law; and Withdrawal From Representation. To get your free copy, just send an email
request to tchinaris@chinarislaw.com. A copy will be emailed to you in PDF format. And stay up-to-date with
legal and judicial ethics on a daily or weekly basis by visiting the comprehensive ethics website “sunEthics” (www.
sunethics.com). This site offers summaries of cases and ethics opinions as they are released; links to everything
related to Florida legal ethics, judicial ethics, bar admissions, and professionalism; and links to ethics resources
throughout the nation.

J o i n t h e O O S D n ow !
Not a member of the
!
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Out-of-State Division?

Membership in the division is just $35 and provides a number of
valuable benefits to out-of-state attorneys, including discounts on
CLE registration, a free annual ethics CLE and opportunities to
network with other Florida lawyers. Join now! Invite a colleague!
(For your convenience, an application is on page 19.)
For more information, please contact:

Anais Mary Taboas, Chair

Membership Growth Strategy Committee
anaistaboas@gmail.com

Emily K. Young

Program Administrator
eyoung@floridabar.org

flabaroutofstaters.org
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OUT-OF-STATE DIVISION EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President
Natasha B. Dorsey
753 S. Kearsage Avenue
Elmhurst, IL 60126
239/410-8622
natashadorsey11@gmail.com
President-Elect
Cullan E. Jones
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP
2200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20037-1709
202/955-1941
cjones@huntonak.com
Secretary
Mindi Wells
P.O. Box 163456
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Membership Application for

The Florida Bar
Out-of-State Division
More than 10 percent of Florida Bar members reside outside the state of Florida.
Although the division represents the interests of all lawyers outside the state, active
participation in the division requires an election on the annual dues statement and, of
course, the payment of dues (only $35).
Membership in this division will provide a forum for communication and education for the
improvement and development of your practice through:
•
•
•
•
•

Reduced fees for division-sponsored continuing legal education programs
A newsletter especially designed for out-of-state practitioners
A ready network for referrals and access to information through regional coordinators
A web page especially designed for out-of-state practitioners
An annual free online ethics CLE

To join, make your check payable to The Florida Bar and return your payment in the amount
of $35 with this completed application form to:
Out-of-State Division
The Florida Bar
651 E. Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
Membership will expire June 30. Dues will not be prorated.
To learn more, visit our website at www.flabaroutofstaters.org, or contact the
program administrator at eyoung@floridabar.org.

Membership Application for
The Florida Bar Out-of-State Division
Choose one:
OS Member Division Dues (Item number – 8161001)
OS Affiliate Division Dues (Item number – 8161002)
Name:

Florida Bar Number:

Firm:
Office Address:
City/State/ZIP:
Email:
flabaroutofstaters.org
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The Florida Bar – Out-of-State Division
Application for Student Membership
Of the more than 100,000 members of The Florida Bar, more than 14,000 members reside and/or practice
outside Florida. The Out-of-State Division of The Florida Bar represents the interests of all Florida lawyers
residing and/or practicing outside the state.
The Out-of-State Division seeks to keep its members informed of recent developments that could impact their
practice as out-of-state Florida attorneys. Further, the division promotes opportunities to network—both socially
and professionally—with other out-of-state Florida attorneys. Membership in the division provides access to
the division’s newsletter (State-to-State), the division's website (www.flabaroutofstaters.org), division-sponsored
continuing legal education programs, and division meetings.
Student membership in the division will:
 Afford an opportunity to network with out-of-state Florida attorneys who can offer insights on practicing
law as a Florida attorney outside the state.
 Allow for communication with Florida lawyers practicing in a variety of locales nationwide.
 Provide the member with access to the division’s newsletter and website, which are designed especially
for out-of-state practitioners, and an opportunity to submit articles for publication.
 Entitle the member to a reduced fee for division-sponsored continuing legal education programs.
To join, mail this completed application form to:
Out-of-State Division, The Florida Bar, 651 E. Jefferson St., Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300.
(The application form also may be sent by email to eyoung@floridabar.org.)
Student membership will expire upon admission to The Florida Bar or one year after graduation
from law school, whichever occurs first. There is no membership fee for students.
NAME:
SCHOOL:
DATE OF GRADUATION (MO/YR):
ADDRESS:

PHONE:
EMAIL:
LIST CITIES/STATES IN WHICH YOU HAVE A PARTICULAR INTEREST:

SIGNATURE:
flabaroutofstaters.org

DATE:
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Continuing Legal Education
Application for Course Attendance Credit

This application is for attorneys only. FRPs need to post credit via their online profile.

The Florida Bar
Legal Specialization & Education
651 E. Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
(850)561-5842 (Phone) (850)561-9421 (Fax)
clemail@floridabar.org

Attorney #:

Name:

Address:
State:

City:
Phone:

ZIP:

Fax:

Activity Title:
Sponsor Name:
Date and Location of Course:
Please attach a course brochure and/or outline which:
(A) Fully describes the course content and level of presentation
(B) Indicates the time devoted to each topic covered within the program
(C) Identifies the instructors
BOARD CERTIFICATION CREDIT
Please list the area(s) of certification applicable to this activity:
For more information on The Florida Bar’s Board Certification program,
visit: www.floridabar.org/certification

Total Minutes on Instruction: (excluding breaks, meals, and introductions and based on a 50-minute hour)
Total Credit

(Total Minutes Divided by 50 =

Credit Hours)

50
If requesting Ethics, Professionalism, Substance Abuse, Mental Illness Awareness, Bias Elimination, or Technology Credit,
please check appropriate box below.
Ethics

Substance Abuse

Bias Elimination

Professionalism

Mental Illness Awareness

Technology

NOTE: If you have completed the minimum number of required CLER hours, and are not seeking certification credit, please
do not submit further courses for evaluation. There is no carry over of hours in Florida from one reporting period to the
next.
Materials submitted for CLE credit review will be discarded once the credit has been determined.
Should you wish to have your materials returned, please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope.

**PLEASE NOTE OUR NORMAL PROCESSING TIME IS 2-4 WEEKS.**
flabaroutofstaters.org
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Are you getting the most from your

Member Benefits?
Practice Resources and Software

The Florida Bar

Career Center

Start Your
Own Firm

Internet Marketing

Legal Publications
Florida Bar
Legal Publications

Legal Research

Legal Forms

Mental Health and Wellness

Banking

Shipping

Insurance

Travel & Entertainment

Retail

4
The Florida Bar’s

Swag Store

Visit www.floridabar.org/memberbenefits for a complete list of member benefits

